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Two new R&D labs for pico- and femtosecond laser development 
In March 2016 two new R & D labs were created at InnoLas Photonics, especially equiped for pico- and femtosecond laser 
research. Our product development team will now have plenty of room for new ideas, new solutions and further improve-
ments of our new ultrafast laser products.

New Product Guide 2016 / 17 and new Specification Overview
In April 2016 the new Product Guide 2016 / 17 has been released! The new structure inside gives an excellent overview of 
our growing product range. The new Specification Overview lists all products and their main specs at one glance and can 
be found here: www.innolas-photonics.com/products/Specification-overview.html

New products can be seen here:
  LASER EXPO 2016, 2016 /05 / 18-20, Laser Hall, Booth E05, Pacifico Yokohama, Japan
  Laserfair Shenzhen, 2016 / 05 / 19-21, Hall 4, Booth B046, Shenzhen Exhibition Center, China
  LASYS, 2016 / 05 / 31-06 / 02, Hall 4, Booth 4E39, Messe Stuttgart, Germany 

  For more information please contact Martin Paster: +49 (0)89 899 360 – 1205 Martin.Paster@innolas.com

Innovation needs space

Lasers for product traceability
Due to the ongoing miniaturization in electronic and medical manufacturing 
ID codes often become too small for CO2 or fiber laser marking. At this point  
InnoLas Photonics’ compact Air Mark laser marking modules come into the game 
as a perfect drop in upgrade for production equipment. The all-in-one design con-
tains not only the laser and all necessary electronics, but also beam expander, scan-
ner, pointing laser and scan lens in an incredibly small, air cooled housing. Air Mark 
laser marking modules can provide up to 16 W at 1064 nm, 532 nm or 355 nm and 
are controlled by the standard XY2-100 interface.

High-speed PCB cutting
Speeding-up free-form cutting processes of printed circuit boards can be an ex-
tremely challenging task. While commonly used milling processes introduce  
vibration to sensitive devices, the use of CO2 lasers causes charring and unwanted 
conductive residues on the PCB. Using 355 nm UV lasers prevents charring but 
the low penetration depth at 355 nm requires high laser pulse energies ending up 
with low cutting speeds, expensive system pricing and poor laser lifetime. Going to 
high rep-rate, short pulse 532 nm lasers, the use of InnoLas Photonics’ BLIZZ lasers 
enables up to 30 mm / sec high speed PCB cutting processes with unparalleled cut-
ting quality, outstanding laser performance and reliability, combined with unrivaled 
system costs.

The Air Mark all-in-one marking module

The BLIZZ 532 nm industrial OEM laser


